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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
New Focus-Beam Flashlight Family 

Nightstick Introduces Rugged NSP-410, NSP-420 and NSP-430 TIR Zoom Models 
 

Check out the video! 

Wylie, Texas – May 2019 - Nightstick, a global manufacturer of innovative, professional lighting 

products introduces adjustable beam flashlights, NSP-410, NSP-420 and NSP-430. All three 

lights feature a rotating bezel and TIR lens that allows the user to adjust the focus of the beam 

from a tight spotlight to wide floodlight. Constructed from aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum 

with a Type III hard anodized finish, these rugged and tough focus-beam lights operate in either 

momentary or constant-on from a single convenient tail cap switch. 

 

Model NSP-410 is rated at 115 lumens for three hours on a single AA battery (included). If more 

power and flexibility is needed, the multi-function NSP-420 generates 275 lumens on high, 115 

lumens on medium and 45 lumens on low for with run times of 2, 5.5 and 24 hours respectively 

from three included AAA batteries.  For the ultimate carry convenience, the AA model 275-

lumen NSP-430 features an included Cordura belt holster for quick access. 

“These flashlights are lightweight, easy to carry, pack an extremely bright beam and quickly 

zoom from spotlight to floodlight. They’re perfect for any dark environment, whether it’s a 

wide area or long hallway,” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Director for Nightstick. 

All three lights are IP-X7 waterproof, engineered around a hard-use LED rated at 50,000 hours, 

chemical resistant, drop-rated for 6 feet and backed by a one-year limited warranty. To learn 

more, please visit www.nightstick.com. 

 
About NIGHTSTICK® 
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting 
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed 
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED 
lighting products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering 
commitment to product quality and exceptional customer service, Nightstick – Life Depends on LightTM. 
 
To find a global retailer near you, visit: www.nightstick.com/wtb-ns   

Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and YouTube.  
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